
HOW TO WRITE A RESUME FOR YOUR CURRENT JOB

Resurrect the last resume you used for job-hunting and use it as a starter template. Your goal should be to make just as
professional an impression on your.

One of the keys to getting a promotion from within your organization is a well-written resume. Some keyword
examples include degrees or certifications, job titles, computer lingo, industry jargon, product names,
company names and professional organizations. Include details such as GPA, class rank or special awards.
Focus on accomplishments , rather than responsibilities. Define Your Accomplishments One of the most
difficult parts of writing your resume is where you convey your accomplishments. Before you start adding job
descriptions to your resume, you may want to make a list of accomplishments at each of your jobs.
Bookkeeping: Maintained accurate, detailed inventory reports at school library and subsequently won Top
Librarian Assistant award three months straight for Brown County. Focus on Skills and Achievements After
you have written a job description, look for ways to make your explanation more concise. Emphasize
Accomplishments Over Responsibilities It's important for employees to know you have the necessary
experience to do the work required in the position. Spelling and grammar errors can make an applicant seem
inattentive to details. You can often obtain a good starter list right from the job advertisement. Even though
you have been there for at least a few years, your employer will still want to see how you plan to contribute to
the company if you are hired for that position. Tips for Creating a Professional Resume Grab your current
resume or organize your work experience and education information and give it a professional boost with
these tips: Select the Best Resume Type. Well-written descriptions for each job you have held will help get
your resume noticed and selected for interviews. Format the attachment as you would a cover letter,
addressing the individual who will be reading it by name. If your current email address, for example, is
candygirl mail. That being said, you can effectively showcase these skills by filling your resume with the
particulars of your skills. Expand Bottom line: Highlight your most relevant qualifications for the job by
listing them first in the job description. Write a Summary. Scrap Your Current Resume and Start Over You
may think that, to land that new middle management position, all you need to do is dust off your ten-year old
resume and add some new information to it. A strong summary statement at the top of your resume can
increase the chances of them noticing what you have to offer from the start. Served meals, cleared tables,
monitored five tables, and provided exceptional customer service to up to 30 customers. Your Current Position
Regardless of which resume format you use, highlight your current position. By spending the proper time
drafting a resume and including your specialized insider knowledge, you can craft a resume that will definitely
make you a serious contender. When searching databases for potential candidates, employers seek resumes
with the greatest number of "hits" on keywords. Avoid adding links to social networking sites whose content
may be viewed as unprofessional. Created engaging point-of-purchase displays for slow moving small items;
increased sales of these items by 30 percent. The key to success is to treat the process with the utmost of
professionalism just as you would any other external job application. Fall â€”Spring  What this means for
people who are working is that there might be some excellent opportunities to change role and companies.


